Hakuna Scheduling Software - Web Based Solution For Employee Scheduling

When it comes to employee scheduling and labor management, Hakuna Scheduling Software is the top choice in meeting the needs of the business whether it be hospitality, retail, or medical. Hakuna offers revolutionary service for business’ that seek to streamline the schedule writing process and gain greater control over labor costs.

Bellingham, WA (PRWEB) August 4, 2010 -- When it comes to employee scheduling and labor management, Hakuna Scheduling Software is the top choice in meeting the needs of the business whether it be hospitality, retail, or medical. Hakuna offers revolutionary service for business’ that seek to streamline the schedule writing process and gain greater control over labor costs.

Hakuna was designed for the business owner who desires to reduce labor expenses, save time and encourage greater communication between management and staff alike. With Hakuna schedule writing software, the scheduling manager is freed from the burden of grinding through the schedule week in and week out. Hakuna’s patented algorithm utilizes a multi-step filtration process that analyzes your businesses needs and generates the best possible schedule to meet staffing demands.

Hakuna Scheduling Software is being offered at an exceptionally reasonable one time start up fee, then gives you the option of choosing from a low monthly rate or the money saving annual rate. To ensure complete customer satisfaction, Hakuna has not only provided an online demo, video tutorials, and 24/7 tech support, but even grants a 30 day money back guarantee if you are less than satisfied for any reason.

You can rest assured knowing that Hakuna maintains the most reliable servers and innovative technology when it comes to hosting, servicing and support of your subscription to Hakuna. Hakuna is hosted in a Grid-Service environment, allowing flexibility to grow with constantly changing demand. By using a Grid-Service they are able to accommodate peak times, and slow times with the same level of quality and high speed service. Grid-Service also provides 24/7/365 coverage and accessibility (rated at 99.9% uptime or better).

Management features
- Automatically generates the schedule
- Creates a fair schedule for all employees
- Organizes and tracks employee's request off
- Easily manages all employees online
- Maintains accurate employee availability
- Up to date employee contact information
- Takes the guess work out of writing a schedule for your employees
- Accessible anywhere with an internet connection
- Assign permanent positions
- Calculates labor costs
- Intuitive functionality
- Printer friendly formatting
- Use of multiple templates
- Gain greater labor cost control
- Archive past schedules and labor expenditures
- Unlimited departments, positions, and shift assignment
- 24/7 Online access for manager and employee alike
- Monitor staff documentation and certification
- Greater employee retention
- Multi-step filtration algorithm
- Add, delete and edit employees with ease

**Employee features**
- View upcoming shifts at a glance
- Timely posting of the schedule
- Monitor personal availability
- Current employee phone / email list
- Easily request days off
- Fair scheduling of the best shifts
- Enhanced communication
- 24/7 online access to their schedule
- Work schedule easy to read
- Shifts are consistent
- Common numbers available on phone list
- Request off history
- Less errors in the schedule writing

**Service & Support**
Whether by phone or email, Hakuna’s American based tech support team will always be there to address the questions or concerns of their subscribers. Each subscriber is provided with a dedicated account manager that is fully prepared to assist in the training, setup, and on going utilization of your Hakuna account.

**Training**
Hakuna seeks to ensure their clients get the most from their investment by offering on-site, centralized or web-based training. Multiple avenues of help are offered in the attempt to assist all users in maximizing the efficiency in which they schedule.

**Flexibility**
Hakuna’s built-in flexibility allows it to be used in many different mediums, whether that is through the restaurant, hospitality, medical, retail, or educational industry. In some instances further customization is desired to meet the demands of those perspective clients, thus Hakuna staffs the finest developers to design and implement any additional functionality one might desire.

A great deal of Hakuna’s success is based on how well they have exposed and addressed the needs of business owners and sought to rid them of these burdens. In what ways can your business benefit?

**Why Hakuna?**
With [Hakuna scheduling software](https://www.hakunaapp.com), managers are relieved from the painstakingly tedious job of writing an employee schedule. Rather than spending hours developing and managing the schedule, their valued efforts can be put towards the guests and ensuring that their presence is felt on the floor rather than the office. The hospitality industry is entering a new age of service and sophistication, and Hakuna scheduling software is at the forefront of that new age.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.